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Roadmap for Trial Brief  
 

Cover Page (posted on TWEN) 

ê 
Statement of Facts 

[There must be appropriate citation to the facts referenced in the Complaint as per the Blue Pages 

of the Bluebook] 

ê 

ARGUMENT 

[Umbrella paragraph including the same information as Assignment Three presented 

persuasively; your first sentence should reference the Motion to Dismiss standard with citation to 

the statute]. 

A. subheading- Case-by-Case 

Full Paradigm [C,R,RP,RA]- use the “Big 4” 

B. sub heading- Bright Line 

Full Paradigm [C,R,RP,RA]-discuss the 3 Elden reasons and refute them, using the cases 

from Sub A. 

*When citing to facts contained in the Complaint in your Rule App, you must cite to it. 

ê 

Conclusion (posted on TWEN) 

*************************************** 
General Comments: 

! There are no issues or brief answers in this motion memo, nor is there a memo heading; 
follow the format above. You will not be including a preliminary statement. 

! Your paper must be double-spaced, 12-point font, with 1” margins all around. You 
still have 8 pages on this draft (including the conclusion)- papers not complying with 
these rules will receive a grade deduction. 

! Be sure to incorporate my individual comments in your rewrite, as well as what we 
discuss at the group critique. Even though it’s a brief instead of a memo, the rules of 
good writing and analysis still apply, so my comments are relevant. 

! Remember to write persuasively, you are not merely informing, you are persuading.  This 
is a change from your office memo. 

! The only change to the Bluebooking on this assignment is the requirement that you cite to 
the Complaint where necessary in your Statement of Facts and Rule Application- be 
certain that all of your citation is correct; follow the samples that I distributed; make any 
corrections that are indicated on your individual comment sheet and discussed at the 
group critique. 

! You may consult the Neumann book; as always if something I said in class or in the 
handouts conflicts with the Neumann sample, follow my instructions. 



GENERAL COMMENTS:     
Cover Page 
You correctly included the correct cover page, as posted on TWEN. 
Facts 
Is your Statement of Facts an accurate and complete summary?   
Is it purely factual and yet still persuasive, devoid of legal argument?     
Does this section touch on all of the facts that you will include in your RA?   
Discussion- Large Scale Organization 
Does the umbrella paragraph refer to Rule 12.02 (e), and make clear why the motion should be 
denied pursuant to that standard? 
Does this section make clear the outcome that you are seeking and why? 
Does your paper contain an umbrella paragraph that correctly identifies all four elements of 
NIED (using Engler) and disposes of the three elements that are not in dispute?  
Does this paragraph clearly identify the fourth element, using Jensen to discuss the status of 
Minn. law on that element (Jensen took no position on which test to use but rather left it to the 
Supreme Court or the legislature to decide), and clearly identify the gap that you will be 
addressing? 
Does the section briefly explain the two tests (with citation) and identify which test you would 
prefer the Minn. Courts to adopt?  
Point Headings 
Do the point headings persuasively and effectively reflect both the facts and the law in such a 
way as to suggest the desired outcome? 
Discussion- Small Scale Organization 
Paradigm One- Case-by-Case 
Does your analysis conform to the paradigm?      

Does the paradigm begin with a short conclusion which details what you believe the 
outcome will be? 
Are the “Big 4” cases used (Dunphy, Graves, St. Onge, Yovino)?    
Does your rule include the definition of the CBC test and is it appropriately supported 
with citation?   
Do you identify the specific factors that the courts examine in the cases 
to determine if a relationship is sufficiently close?      
Does your rule proof include a brief discussion of the details of the relationship in 
each case? 
Does the rule proof properly explain the rule through a thorough analysis of the 
cases (highlighting similarities and explaining distinctions); does case discussion 
include relevant facts and minimize less relevant ones? 
Does rule application synthesize the facts of the Morgan case and the cited cases? 
Nothing is discussed about the cases in rule application that has not been previously 
discussed in rule proof? 
Do you keep rule proof and rule application separate? 
Do you focus on the strongest arguments and best authorities, and minimize weaker 
ones? 
Did you successfully incorporate my suggestions as to how to improve this section 
from the comment sheet on Assignment 3? 
Is the subheading persuasive overall? 

Paradigm Two- Bright Line  
Does your analysis conform to the paradigm?      

Is the bright line test clearly defined in your rule, and is it appropriately supported 
with citation?          



Are the three policy reasons which are used to justify the bright line test clearly  
explained in your rule proof, using Elden and/or Biercevicz? 
Have you appropriately refuted the three policy reasons, using appropriate cases 
such as Yovino, Dunphy, and Graves? 
Does your short rule application refer back to these three policy reasons  
and demonstrate why their application will lead to an unfair result in this case? 
Have you successfully incorporated my suggestions as to how to improve this 
section from the comment sheet on Assignment 3? 
Is the subheading persuasive overall?  

Conclusion 
Did you use the correct format, which was posted on TWEN? 
Citation 
Have you used correct citation form throughout (long form the first time a statute or case is 
cited, short form or Id. thereafter)?   
Have you cited to your cases where necessary?       
Have you used signals correctly and effectively?       
Have you effectively used parentheticals to convey additional substantive information  
about the cited case?    
Did you properly make each citation its own sentence, rather than breaking up the flow of your 
discussion by including citations in the middle of a sentence? 
Did you cite to the Complaint to support your factual assertions; are those cites in proper 
Bluebook form?    
Style 
Are your arguments clearly written, neither too wordy nor too vague?    
Are there misspellings or other careless errors?       
Is your overall written expression appropriate (tone, grammar, punctuation,  
spelling/typos, flow and readability)?  
Does your paper successfully reflect an understanding of the subject matter?  
Does your paper successfully reflect the transition from objective to persuasive writing?  
 
INDIVIDUAL COMMENTS:        
You correctly included the cover page, as posted on TWEN. I think the S/F works well and is 
somewhat persuasive, it could be more so. You do focus both on their life together and on the 
accident. Pointheads are good; perhaps relate them to our facts as well; e.g. for Sub A- The 
CBC Test limits recovery to close relationships such as Morgan and McCall’s. The umbrella 
section is well done as it was on your earlier draft. Nice job with both Jensen and explaining the 
motion to dismiss standard. With regard to the CBC discussion, your RP is somewhat improved 
though you can make it a bit more persuasive. You did improve your discussion of the facts of 
each of the relationships.  I think you can do a better job with the facts of St. Onge and showing 
how this negative case proves your positive point;  your RA is better though it could be tied 
more to your cases. The BL section shows some improvement structurally, though you can 
make this section more persuasive and more deeply reasoned. Conclusion is fine.  Cites look 
good, you added some signals and parentheticals. Be sure to cite where necessary. You did 
cite to the Complaint in both your S/F and RA. You are taking nicely to persuasion.  Your writing 
style still needs work, there are spots where I strained to understand what you are saying. The 
depth of analysis still need some work, but you are starting to do the type of synthesis and 
analysis that you need to do. Your progress continues! 
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GENERAL COMMENTS:

Cover Page

You correctly included the correct cover page, as posted on TWEN.

Facts

Is your Statement of Facts an accurate and complete summary?

Is it purely factual and yet still persuasive, devoid of legal argument?

Does this section touch on all of the facts that you will include in your RA?

Discussion- Large Scale Organization

Does the umbrella paragraph refer to Rule 12.02 (e), and make clear why the motion should be 

denied pursuant to that standard?

Does this section make clear the outcome that you are seeking and why?

Does your paper contain an umbrella paragraph that correctly identifies all four elements of 

NIED (using Engler) and disposes of the three elements that are not in dispute?

Does this paragraph clearly identify the fourth element, using Jensen to discuss the status of 

Minn. law on that element (Jensen took no position on which test to use but rather left it to the 

Supreme Court or the legislature to decide), and clearly identify the gap that you will be 

addressing?

Does the section briefly explain the two tests (with citation) and identify which test you would 

prefer the Minn. Courts to adopt?

Point Headings

Do the point headings persuasively and effectively reflect both the facts and the law in such a 

way as to suggest the desired outcome?

Discussion- Small Scale Organization

Paradigm One- Case-by-Case

Does your analysis conform to the paradigm?

Does the paradigm begin with a short conclusion which details what you believe the 

outcome will be?

Are the “Big 4” cases used (Dunphy, Graves, St. Onge, Yovino)?

Does your rule include the definition of the CBC test and is it appropriately supported 

with citation?

Do you identify the specific factors that the courts examine in the cases

to determine if a relationship is sufficiently close?

Does your rule proof include a brief discussion of the details of the relationship in 

each case?

Does the rule proof properly explain the rule through a thorough analysis of the 

cases (highlighting similarities and explaining distinctions); does case discussion 

include relevant facts and minimize less relevant ones?

Does rule application synthesize the facts of the Morgan case and the cited cases?

Nothing is discussed about the cases in rule application that has not been previously 

discussed in rule proof?

Do you keep rule proof and rule application separate?

Do you focus on the strongest arguments and best authorities, and minimize weaker 

ones?

Did you successfully incorporate my suggestions as to how to improve this section 

from the comment sheet on Assignment 3?

Is the subheading persuasive overall?

Paradigm Two- Bright Line 

Does your analysis conform to the paradigm?

Is the bright line test clearly defined in your rule, and is it appropriately supported 

with citation?

Are the three policy reasons which are used to justify the bright line test clearly 

explained in your rule proof, using Elden and/or Biercevicz?

Have you appropriately refuted the three policy reasons, using appropriate cases 

such as Yovino, Dunphy, and Graves?

Does your short rule application refer back to these three policy reasons 

and demonstrate why their application will lead to an unfair result in your case?

Have you successfully incorporated my suggestions as to how to improve this 

section from the comment sheet on Assignment 3?




Is the subheading persuasive overall?

Conclusion

Did you use the correct format, which was posted on TWEN?

Citation

Have you used correct citation form throughout (long form the first time a statute or case is 

cited, short form or Id. thereafter)?

Have you cited to your cases where necessary?

Have you used signals correctly and effectively?

Have you effectively used parentheticals to convey additional substantive information 

about the cited case? 

Did you properly make each citation its own sentence, rather than breaking up the flow of your 

discussion by including citations in the middle of a sentence?

Did you cite to the Complaint to support your factual assertions; are those cites in proper 

Bluebook form?

Style

Are your arguments clearly written, neither too wordy nor too vague?

Are there misspellings or other careless errors?

Is your overall written expression appropriate (tone, grammar, punctuation, 

spelling/typos, flow and readability)?

Does your paper successfully reflect an understanding of the subject matter?

Does your paper successfully reflect the transition from objective to persuasive writing? 

INDIVIDUAL COMMENTS:

You correctly included the correct cover page, as posted on TWEN. I think the S/F works well 

and is persuasive. You do focus both on their life together and on the accident. Pointheads are good though the 
first one can use a “because”. The umbrella section is well done as it was on your earlier draft though I did show 
you some spots where you can clarify it. With regard to the CBC discussion, your rule needs to start out with the 
stable enduring standard and then go on to discuss  all 8 elements.  Those elements explain what it takes to prove 
a relationship is stable and enduring. Your RP is strong and persuasive. You did strengthen your application of the 
elements and the discussion of the facts of each of the relationships. I think you still do an effective job with the 
facts of St. Onge; your RA is strong. The BL section is definitely improved although I still think you could add a bit 
more depth to your discussion of the refutations, I suspect that that was a space issue. Conclusion is fine. Cites 
look good, you added some more signals and parentheticals. You did cite to the Complaint in both your S/F and 
RA. You are taking nicely to persuasion. Your writing style is showing some improvement, though there is still the 
stray awkward spot. It has been a pleasure watching your progress over the semester. I look forward to continuing 
to work with you and seeing your progress in the spring!



GRADE: P-
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